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Colored tempered glass introduction

Colored decorative safety tempered glass, is produced by heating color tinted float glass to over 600°C
and cooling it rapidly, which locks the outer surfaces of the glass in a state of high compression, and the
center of the glass in compensating tension, to improve the glass carrying capacity, enhance the glass
performance of wind resistance, impact resistance, heat resistance, etc.

https://www.buildingglassfactory.com/news/KUNXING-Glass-Factory-Profile.html


Colored toughened glass advantages

• High strength. Based on same thickness, the color tempered glass impact resistance strength and
bending resistance strength is 3-5 times higher than the ordinary color float glass, so it is not easy to
break.

• High safety. When the color tinted tempered glass is destroyed by external forces, the debris will be
similar to the honeycomb-like small obtuse angle particles, not easy to cause harm to the human.

• Heat stability. Color heat resistant tempered glass has good thermal stability, can withstand 3 times
higher temperature difference than the ordinary float glass, can withstand 200°C temperature difference.

• Excellent decorative effect. With different bright and enduring color, the color decorative toughened
glass not only could absorb sun radiation and ultraviolet rays, to make the interior more comfortable, but
also could greatly enhance the appearance of the building, make the building more attractive.

Colored toughened glass specifications

• Shape: Flat and curved
• Thickness: 4mm 5mm 6mm 8mm 10mm 12mm
• Size: Max 2440x3660mm, any customized size could be produced
• Color: Bronze, golden, light blue, dark blue, F-green, dark green, light gray, dark gray, black
• Processing: Polished edges, drill holes, cut notches, screen printing, etching should be done before
tempering, after tempering, the glass could use to make safety color tempered laminated glass, color
tempered insulated glass



Colored tempered glass application

The monolithic tinted safety tempered glass, or color toughened laminated glass, or color safety tempered
insulated glass, is more and more widely used around us:

• For building like glass doors and windows, glass curtain wall, indoor partition glass, ceiling glass,
sightseeing elevator glass, glass fence, etc.

• For home appliance like glass oven doors, glass refrigerator doors, glass cutting boards, etc.

• For furniture like glass table tops, glass shelves, glass cabinet doors, etc.

• Many others.




